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Trump puts tariffs on metals
TRADE POLICY » Unilateral
move divides both parties,
is widely denounced abroad
By DAVID J. LYNCH
AND PHILIP RUCKER
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump on Thursday imposed
tariffs on imported steel and aluminum but offered relief to some U.S.
allies, as the president bucked his
party allies to pursue his long-held

goal of rewriting what he views as
rigged rules of international trade.
The tariffs, set to take effect in 15
days, mark Trump’s broadest step
yet to favor U.S. industries over their
foreign competitors, but they stop
short of his earlier plan to impose
sweeping tariffs that would have hit
U.S. allies and rivals alike.
The tariffs contain an initial exemption for Canada and Mexico, as
the administration seeks broader
trade concessions from both countries as it renegotiates the North
American Free Trade Agreement.

And Trump is opening the door to
exemptions for other countries as
well, saying he will consider exemptions for other allies that change
their trade policies with the United
States.
These terms effectively invited every foreign ally to undergo a fresh
trade negotiation with the United
States, as Trump hopes to leverage
the threat of tariffs to win more favorable terms from nations around
the globe.
“I’ll have a right to go up or down
depending on the country, and I’ll

have a right to drop out countries or
add countries,” Trump said Thursday while previewing his announcement in an appearance alongside his
Cabinet. “We’re going to be very fair,
we’re going to be very flexible, but
we’re going to protect the American
worker — as I said I would do in my
campaign.”
But where Trump sees an opportunity to protect U.S. manufacturing and blue-collar workers, his fellow Republicans — joined by some
TURN TO TARIFFS » PAGE A13

WILDFIRE RECOVERY » Debris haulers, crucial to rebuilding
devastated areas, have become force to be reckoned with on roads

Bigs trucks loved, hated
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

L

ike many Sonoma County
residents, Martha Menth
has a love-hate relationship with the columns of
big-rig debris trucks jamming
the highways these days in the
ongoing wildfire recovery.
If not for the massive tractor-trailers, the third-grade
teacher from Santa Rosa
wouldn’t have been able to clear
the ruins of her Mark West
Springs home destroyed by the
Tubbs fire.
But she’s not crazy about
sharing the road with them.
Their imposing presence —
they can weigh 18 tons empty
and now are usually filled with
up to 20 tons of fire-cleared
debris — has transformed a
simple jaunt down the freeway
in her SUV into a white-knuckle experience. Both her brother
and sister have had close calls.
“I was thrilled when our
property got cleared,” said the
Kawana Springs Elementary
School teacher. “But I can’t
stand to drive around them.
They’re intimidating. I give
them a wide berth.”
The mixed feelings are
common as cleanup from the
October blazes shifts into high
gear with an army of trucks
transporting more than 1.3 million tons of charred rubble
from Santa Rosa burn zones
to landfills west of Cotati and
farther south in Novato. It’s a
first and important step toward
rebuilding some of the nearly
6,000 lost homes.
But the debris-laden
18-wheelers are straining roads
meant for lighter traffic while
prompting safety concerns.
Last month, a dump truck lost
control on a steep stretch of
Fountaingrove Parkway and
slammed into six cars in a
fiery crash that sent people to
the hospital. On Saturday, the
TURN TO TRUCKS » PAGE A2
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Mental
health
chief is
off job
Kennedy had overseen
plans for large layoffs,
sparking public outcry
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A covered debris truck rolls up the back side of Fountaingrove in Santa Rosa on Tuesday. In the background
is Hidden Valley. There is a marked increase in big rigs because of the cleanup after the October wildfires
in Sonoma County. The trucks often haul up to 20 tons of debris to landfills.

Sonoma County plans to replace its mental health and substance abuse services director,
Michael Kennedy, who went on
paid leave this week as part of a
major administrative shakeup
just days after his division narrowly avoided significant layoffs
while still bracing for large cuts
in county-funded outpatient services.
Kennedy has been on leave
since Monday and Dr. Michael
Kozart, the Health Services department’s
medical director and lead
p syc h i a t r i s t ,
has stepped in
to fill the role
on a temporary
basis, according to Christina Cramer, the
Michael
county’s
perKennedy
sonnel director.
Kennedy could not be reached
for comment Thursday. County
officials would not elaborate on
the circumstances of his job status, including whether the leave
was ordered or voluntary, or
whether he was set to return to
work in a different post.
“I can tell you he’s on leave,”
said Supervisor Shirlee Zane,
a longtime advocate for county
mental health services.
Kennedy, whose base salary
is $169,975, has been the division
manager of behavioral health
services since 2008. He was previously a section manager of the
division from 2001 to 2008.
His leave came less than a week
after the county backed off a conTURN TO KENNEDY » PAGE A2

Trump to meet Kim Jong Un by May
President accepts North Korea
leader’s invitation to talk,
raising hopes for nuclear deal
By MARK LANDLER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — North Korea’s leader, Kim Jong Un, has invited President
Donald Trump to meet for negotiations
over its nuclear program, an audacious
diplomatic overture that would bring together two strong-willed, idiosyncratic
leaders who have traded threats of war.
The White House said Trump had
accepted the invitation, and Chung
Eui-yong, a South Korean official who

conveyed it, told reporters that Trump
would meet with Kim within two
months.
“He expressed his eagerness to meet
President Trump as soon as possible,” Chung said at the White House
on Thursday evening after meeting the
president. Trump, he said, agreed to
“meet Kim Jong Un by May to achieve
permanent denuclearization.”
Trump expressed his optimism about
the meeting in a post on Twitter, saying
that Kim had “talked about denuclearization with the South Korean Representatives, not just a freeze.”
“Also, no missile testing by North KoTURN TO KIM » PAGE A13
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South Korean National Security Director Chung
Eui-yong, center, speaks to reporters Thursday at the
White House in Washington.
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